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LETTER FROM LEADERSHIP:
ur amil  Serving ours

One of the most important jobs I have as CEO is 

to spend face-to-face time with the teams who 

provide patient care and those in ancillary roles who 

support them. In health care, we call this rounding. 

As leaders we round with our teams to see what they 

need to best support patient care. This is a critically 

important feedback process that helps us improve 

the environment for our employees, which helps us 

build our mission of providing extraordinary care to 

patients.

Members of the Gritman Family—like health care 

workers everywhere—are incredibly strong and 

resilient people by both nature and training. 

But there is no hiding the fact that the strain and 

difficulties of the pandemic have too often pushed 
us to the limits. Still, in my 28 years of service to 

Gritman, I have never been more proud of how 

everyone in our hospital and clinics has stretched 

again and again to serve our nonprofit mission of 
providing exceptional care that’s close to home.

As demanding as the pandemic has been, we have 

still been hard at work investing in our hospital and 

clinic system to improve access to advanced care 

and compassionate service for the communities we 

serve. We’ve introduced our new Gritman General 

Surgeons practice with two outstanding surgeons, 

Dr. Anderson and Dr. Newell, who come to the 

Palouse from Idaho’s only Level II Trauma Center 

and a Johns Hopkins affiliate hospital, respectively.        

NEW ADMINISTRATOR 
ENHANCES CLINICAL LEADERSHIP

An experienced clinical leader is taking the helm of a     
vital nursing position at Gritman Medical Center.

By adding their extraordinary expertise, we’ve 

elevated surgical care to an entirely new level. 

We know that quality primary care is a priority for 

you and the ones you love. For that reason, we 

have hired a team of talented leaders to spearhead 

the quality and service we provide through our 

extensive regional network of clinics. From specialty 

clinics and Vandal Health to QuickCARE and your 

family’s primary care provider, our clinics leadership 

team brings nearly 90 years of combined clinical 

expertise and dedication to improving your health. 

They are reinventing and streamlining how the 

care experience—from the clinics to the hospital—is 

seamless and centered on you.

Thank you for putting your faith and trust in us to 

provide your care. And please, join me in saying 

“thank you” to the dedicated health care heroes who 

are sacrificing so much to care for those in need.

Sincerely,

Kara Besst

President & CEO

Mari Timlin was hired this fall as Gritman’s Chief Nursing 
Officer to lead the hospital’s nurses and nursing teams 
in providing exceptional care to patients. 

Timlin initially joined Gritman as the hospital’s 
Interim Chief Nursing Officer this summer, quickly 
demonstrating her significant knowledge and 
leadership as a member of the hospital’s clinical staff. 
She has been extremely effective as a nursing leader 
throughout her career, including 15 years of health 
care leadership and eight years leading the nursing 
staff in one of the nation’s Top 20 rural hospitals. 
Prior to her appointment at Gritman, Timlin most 
recently served as a health care executive with 
Unicoi County Hospital in Tennessee. 

We at Gritman are excited to welcome such an 
accomplished nursing leader into our Gritman Family.

Gritman nurses, respiratory therapists, doctors and 
staff provide individualized and compassionate 
care to coronavirus patients in a dedicated 
COVID-19 care unit at the hospital.

Mari Timlin, Chief Nursing Officer
gritman.org  |  3
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Advanced Surgical Care 
with Compassionate 
Expertise on the Palouse
Gritman General Surgeons Expanding 
Access to a Variety of Procedures

Access to care is important for Gritman General Surgeons           
  Dr. Bryan Anderson and Dr. Brian Newell. 

The two-member team at our general surgery practice works to 
ensure Palouse-area patients have the ability to see a general 
surgeon here in Moscow whenever they need one. Such 
proximity is important not just for the procedure itself, but for 
the follow-up appointments and questions that inevitably arise.

“There are plenty of things we can do right here in town, safely, 
just as well as any of the other big university or academic 
hospital systems,” Dr. Newell said, “bringing access to surgery, 
bringing access to medical care in this community.”

Dr. Newell joins Dr. Anderson, an Idaho-based trauma and 
acute care surgeon with more than two decades of experience, 
in the Gritman General Surgeons practice. Their combined 
medical expertise expands access to general surgery, 
gastrointestinal (GI) scopes, abdominal surgeries, as well as 
surgeries for hernias and reflux disease.

Access is a primary reason Gritman General Surgeons is 
integrated within the Gritman system, expanding the number of 
available providers throughout our hospital and clinic network 
so members of the community don’t feel like they have to turn 
to far-away institutions to get the same care that’s available in 
our community. Every procedure they are able to perform here 
in Moscow means one more member of the community finds 
healing—and a more fulfilling medical outcome—closer to home 
and their support system.

“Working as an efficient team gives the patient the best chance 
of full recovery and getting back to their previous life,” 
Dr. Anderson said.

With clinical offices located in Gritman Medical Park in 
northwest Moscow, both surgeons specialize in advanced 
acute and trauma care procedures for patients in and around 
the region. Their minimally invasive techniques mean smaller 
incisions and quicker recovery times, the result of advances in 
technology and practice that have expanded greatly over the 
past two decades.

Dr. Brian Newell joins Dr. Bryan Anderson, left, in expanding access to 
a variety of surgical procedures as part of Gritman General Surgeons.
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Gritman General Surgeons accepts appointments and referrals for 
an  number of surgical specialties  Call the of ce at  
or our primar  care provider to schedule an appointment  
earn more at gritman org generalsurgeons

Dr. Anderson’s goal is to provide the most advanced 
general surgical care in a compassionate way that helps 
patients understand their condition and options for care–
both before and after the surgery takes place.

Both surgeons share an enthusiasm for that inclusive 
form of patient care as they work to provide the best 
outcomes for everyone who comes through the door.

“My favorite part of being a surgeon is after having 
patients come into the office after maybe the worst day 
in their life, where they have to spend time in the hospital 
and have an operation,” Dr. Newell said. “And having 
fully recovered, both emotionally and physically, and see 
them smiling and recovered—It is just the best feeling for 
a surgeon.”

Dr. Bryan Anderson and Dr. Brian Newell are trained in a variety of acute 
care and trauma surgery cases and operate using advanced technology 
both at the hospital and Palouse Surgery Center.
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EXPANDING ACCESS 
TO EXCEPTIONAL CARE
We wouldn’t be able to provide our patients with excellent care if it weren’t for the 

dozens of compassionate and professional providers staffing our hospital and clinics.             
Here are just some of the medical staff we’ve recently welcomed into the Gritman Family.

Dr. Brad Capawana wants you to be comfortable with your feet. The longtime Moscow 
Podiatrist has brought his advocacy for preventative foot and ankle care to Gritman.

Dr. Capawana has served patients with foot and ankle problems through his Palouse Foot and 
Ankle clinic since 1999. His practice is now a part of the Gritman Family through Gritman Podiatry, 
conveniently located at the Gritman | Moscow Family Medicine Downtown Clinic.

r  rad Capawana  Gritman odiatr      

earn more about all our providers 
at gritman org nd a doctor

It was a college job shadow that solidified primary care for Dr. Michael Fields. By intently watching 
his aunt’s medical operation in rural Minnesota, Fields saw what was possible when doctors and 
patients form a relationship built upon years of treatment with the same provider.

Dr. Fields is excited to begin forming those bonds as a full-spectrum primary care physician 
accepting new patients at the Gritman | Moscow Family Medicine Westside Clinic.

r  ichael ields  Gritman  oscow amil  edicine estside   

Camilla Guthrie is a Doctor of Nursing Practice and Family Nurse Practitioner certified by the 
American Association of Nurse Practitioners with experience in family medicine, women’s health, 
urgent care, community health, rehabilitation and pediatrics. She practiced in Rexburg, Idaho Falls 
and Boise before joining Gritman.

Camilla Guthrie   C  Gritman  oscow amil  edicine uickCA

Kara Adams specializes in urgent health care needs for patients on the Palouse. She is a Physician 
Assistant certified by the National Commission on Certification of Physician Assistants. She 
practiced in both Texas and New Mexico before joining our Gritman Family with a focus on 
investing in the health and wellbeing of all her patients.

ara Adams  A C  Gritman  oscow amil  edicine uickCA

Dr. Christopher Bullard was inspired to be a doctor by a small-town physician who also happened
to be his grandfather. The lifelong bonds his grandfather formed with patients led Dr. Bullard to 
seek out a career in medicine himself. 

His training and expertise will allow Dr. Bullard to treat patients in inpatient adult medicine and 
complex outpatient adult medicine situations. He is certified by the American Board of Internal 
Medicine and accepts new patients at Gritman Internal Medicine in downtown Moscow.

r  Christopher ullard  Gritman nternal edicine   
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GRITMAN ACHIEVES LEVEL IV
TRAUMA CARE DESIGNATION
State-Level Certification for Emergency Care

Patients enter the Gritman Emergency Department 
knowing they can receive an exceptional level of care.

Such high standards have also been validated by the state 
of Idaho Time Sensitive Emergency (TSE) System, which 
has granted Gritman Level IV Trauma Certification for the 
care provided by our Emergency Department.

“Patients should be confident in coming to our hospital 
for any level of care, especially trauma care, because we 
give consistent teaching and training to all of our staff,” 
Emergency Department Director Nicole Wheaton said. 
“Everyone’s required to have the same education and 
we routinely are testing their competency and doing 
trauma review and making sure we provide the best care 
possible.”

A standard set of protocols and data research will ensure 
the hospital maintains that high bar. Patients seen in 
the Emergency Department for a traumatic event like a 
heart attack, stroke or car accident go through a set of 
standardized procedures. The Level IV Trauma designation 
further spells out those protocols, helping determine 
when a patient is treated at Gritman throughout their 
entire stay, or whether they are stabilized and transferred 
to a larger hospital with a higher trauma designation or 
more specialized services.

Wheaton and Registered Nurse Ben Stellmon, who served 
as the Trauma Program Manager during the certification 
process, say the standard provides outside validation that 
emergency room physicians and staff are providing the 
highest quality of trauma care that they can.

Emergency Department Medical Director and Physician 
Dr. Nicholas Garrett agrees.

“As a member of this community, one of the things that 
is near and dear to my heart is making sure we have 
good quality emergency services both for myself and my 

children, but also for my extended family that live in the 
community,” Dr. Garrett said. “Part of that is the trauma 
program here at Gritman Medical Center.”

Gritman is already providing that level of care, and the 
three-year designation provides consistent policies. 
That continuum starts with EMS providers throughout 
the region and air ambulance services like Life Flight that 
collectively serve more than 100,000 people in the region. 
Everything these providers do allows for a seamless 
transition for patients beginning in the moment a call 
comes into 911.

For Gritman General Surgeon Dr. Bryan Anderson, the 
designation is an important element in ensuring a patient 
is helped with the highest level of treatment available. 
Dr. Anderson for many years performed procedures at 
Idaho’s largest Level II Trauma center, St. Alphonsus in 
Boise, where he said the importance of emergency care 
from Level III and Level IV centers was instrumental in the 
quick recovery of patients transferred to a larger facility.

“And I think that’s what we can offer here at Gritman is that 
increased level of care in a Level IV center that will make 
it so patients do better and recover to the best of their 
ability,” he said.

Go to gritman org connections to watch 
Gritman mergenc  epartment leaders 
discuss the evel  rauma esignation

Pictured left to right: Nicole Wheaton, R.N., and Dr. Nicholas Garrett
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AN EXCEPTIONAL SYSTEM,
CLOSE TO HOME
Gritman’s Clinic Network Evolves To 
Better Serve Patients Across the Region

The Gritman Way extends far beyond the walls of the 
hospital founded by Dr. Gritman in Moscow more than 

120 years ago.

Doctors, providers, nurses and staff in our clinics throughout 
Latah County—Moscow, Potlatch, Kendrick and Troy—all 
work together to coordinate care and ensure patients have 
a consistent experience no matter where they have an 
appointment.

“People think of Gritman as Moscow’s hospital, and they’re 
right, but the Gritman system extends across Latah County 
through our specialty clinics in Moscow and the primary 

care clinics serving communities in 
Kendrick, Potlatch and Troy,” said 
Gretta arolimek, our Chief Clinics 
Officer tasked with the logistics of 
building that consistency.

Jarolimek was hired last spring to 
strengthen, streamline and integrate 
the care experience throughout the 
clinics, a system she’s solidified with 

a top-notch leadership team. Together, they are improving 
and connecting the patient experience across the continuum 
of care, from the clinics to the hospital. Providing such 
exceptional care that’s close to home is a fundamental part 
of our nonprofit mission.

Jarolimek and the clinics leadership team of Christina Metcalf, 
Edie Wade, Rachael Wessels and Danielle Engle have a 
combined 89 years of health care experience and serve to 
model an approach at each Gritman location that ensures 
patients have the same great experience regardless of where 
they present for care.

In addition to primary care physicians and providers at 
locations throughout Latah County, the clinics network 
encompasses internal medicine and pulmonology clinics 
downtown and at Gritman General Surgeons in Gritman 

Medical Park in northwest Moscow. By recruiting additional 
specialty providers, reducing wait times and making referrals 
between primary and specialty providers a seamless part 
of the system, the team is confident 
patients will all have the same 
exceptional care experience.

“Our goal with every patient is to 
have that seamless transition between 
their primary care provider, specialty 
physicians and services at the 
hospital—with every interaction from 
appointments to billing to lab work and follow-ups,” said 
Christina etcalf, director of the primary care clinics.

Our clinics have a sharp focus on clinical excellence that’s 
spearheaded by longtime Gritman Registered Nurse and 
Clinic Nursing Director anielle ngle. “The practice of 

health care is always evolving,” she 
said. “All our patient-facing care 
teams work to stay on top of the latest 
technology and treatments—always 
centered on compassionate care.”

Wade, director of Gritman’s surgical 
clinics, agrees.

“Health care is ever-changing,” 
die ade said. “Gritman General 

Surgeons has been a huge success 
right out of the gate. As a team, we will 
always be working to remove barriers 
and adapt to better serve the needs of 
patients.”

That’s true in Moscow, and everywhere 
a patient sees their primary care 
provider.

Our expanded clinics leadership team 
of (left to right) Christina Metcalf, Edie 
Wade, Gretta Jarolimek, Rachael Wessels 
and Danielle Engle are elevating the  
coordinated care experience for patients 
throughout the Gritman clinic network. 

People think of Gritman as 
Moscow’s hospital, and they’re 
right, but the Gritman system 

extends across Latah County ...

”

“
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“The reality of our coordinated system means 
many of our patients, most of whom we know on 
a first-name basis, often seek care in our smaller 
clinics before they set 
foot in the hospital,” 
Rural and Specialty 
Clinics Director 

achael essels said. 

“We want them to have 
that same great care 
experience no matter 
if they come from Bovill or Palouse or whether 
they live here in Moscow or Pullman.”

Dr. Charles Gritman would make country house 
calls from Moscow by horse and buggy to care 
for the sick and injured or deliver babies. That 
personal touch lives on in the modern Gritman 
system, where caring for you and the ones you 
love isn’t just a job—it’s a passion.

All our patient-facing care 
teams work to stay on top of 

the latest technology and 
treatments—always centered on 

compassionate care.

”

“

Find the clinic that best meets your care 
needs, and schedule an appointment,
at gritman org clinics
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The quality of care patients receive from the Gritman Medical 
Center Radiology Department hasn’t changed over the past 

century.

The quality of cameras being used to identify problems and 
treat patients, however, that’s changed quite a bit.

Medical expertise and caring medical staff increasingly 
combine with advanced technology to treat and evaluate 
patients at Gritman. A new fluoroscopy imaging system, along 
with equipment including IV pumps, telemetry and anesthesia 
machines, ensure continuation of the exceptional care model 
that has been at the heart of our philosophy for nearly 125 
years.

The high-resolution nature of the fluoroscopy images means 
doctors can get a real-time look at the bones and organs of 
each patient—helping quickly diagnose a variety of conditions 
from digestive issues to pain management.

“Now we’re able to see real-time movement, so you can 
evaluate joints better, you can evaluate how bowels move or 
soft tissues move over time, so that helps us with our diagnosis,” 
Radiologist Dr. Christin Reisenauer said.

In addition to the more advanced and higher resolution 
images, Dr. Reisenauer notes the machine is able to rest lower 
to the ground, making it easier for patients to get on and off 
the examination bed. The system is also more precise, making 
doses more exact to the patient and the procedure.

“This is a fantastic piece of equipment, we’re really excited 
to have it here,” she said.

Acquired with generous support from the M.J. Murdock 
Charitable Trust, the equipment is one of several aimed 
at improving the patient care experience for those who 
choose Gritman.

Advanced 
Technology
Fluoroscopy, Anesthesia, Telemetry Among 
Equipment Upgrades for Patient Care

The Gritman CRNA team operates on state-of-the-art anesthesia 
machines. The machines regulate chemicals and gases that keep 
patients asleep during a surgery.
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etter atient xperiences with State of the Art ools

Investments in technology by the hospital ensure patients 
are looked after using the most advanced equipment. Recent 
upgrades include:

� Anesthesia achines  Our CRNA team practices on 
new GE brand anesthesia machines installed in each of 
Gritman’s four surgical operating rooms. The anesthesia 
machines regulate chemicals and gases that either keep 
patients asleep or numb during a surgery.

“Our four new anesthesia machines are the most state of the 
art in the area,” said Cynthia Knudtson, Materials Management 
Director for the hospital. “As we grow as an institution, that will 
become more of the norm that we look at.”

� elemetr  S stem  Monitoring patients’ vital signs through 
the hospital’s telemetry system gives medical staff better 
insights into an admitted patient’s care and condition, no 
matter where they are treated in the hospital.

The telemetry system, installed in 2021, works as a connected 
patient monitoring network and allows patients to move 
throughout the patient care areas of the hospital including the 
Critical Care Unit, Family Birth Center and Medical/Surgical 
Floor.

“This patient monitoring gives us state-of-the-art visualization 
into what’s going on with the patient,” Knudtson said.

�  umps  New IV pumps, which regulate medications and 
fluids to patients in a hospital bed, ensure hydration and 
medication management is attuned to the specific needs 
of each and every patient.

As Materials Management Director, Knudtson was able to 
negotiate a better price for the upgraded machines, saving the 
hospital funding to devote to patient care and giving medical 
staff the latest tools to complete advanced procedures. It’s 
exciting to bring these kinds of advances and amenities to the 
Palouse in service of patients, she said, putting Gritman on par 
with large hospital systems in bigger communities.

“For a small hospital and the types of surgeries that we do, 
we’ve gained a lot of clarity and the ability to see what’s going 
on with the patient in real time,” Knudtson said.

Patients of Gritman 
Radiology are 
benefiting greatly 
from the advanced 
fluoroscopy machine 
purchased with support 
from the  urdock 
Charitable rust. 
Radiologist Dr. Christin 
Reisenauer examines a 
patient using the new 
machine.

Advanced IV pumps and an upgraded 
telemetry system allow for state-of-the-art 
monitoring and regulation of medications 
and patient vital signs.

The high-resolution images rendered by our advanced fluoroscopy 
machine allow Radiologist Dr. Christin Reisenauer and Radiology 
Technician Bill Alspach (pictured above) to facilitate a quick and 
accurate diagnosis.

Learn more about our state-of-the-art fluoroscopy 
technology, and watch a video of the device as it 
examines a patient, at gritman org connections
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“I’m just really 

thankful that you 

have the doctors 

you do, and I don’t 

want to go 

anywhere else.” 

It was a referral to Dr. Pranabh Shrestha that Judy Morris 
credits with saving her life.

The Moscow woman has suffered with a severe form of 
eosinophilic asthma for more than 25 years, facing difficulties 
breathing and walking for more than short periods because 
of the effects the disease had on her lungs.

In addition to the severe form of asthma, Morris also receives 
treatment for sinus disease and allergies to everything from 
smoke to dust mites that have made it even more difficult 
for her to breathe and complete day-to-day tasks. A doctor 
once told her the combination was like having a wet blanket 
over her head, an elephant on her chest and having to 
breathe through a straw.

Those difficulties came to a head in December 2019 
when Morris was admitted to the Gritman Medical Center 
Emergency Department for severe breathing problems after 
an asthma attack. Doctors kept her in the hospital for four 
days to stabilize Morris’s oxygen levels and encouraged her 
to set up an appointment with Dr. Shrestha, a pulmonologist 
relatively new to the Gritman system at the time.

That appointment ended up being a game-changer for 
Morris. “From the start, he listened to me, he didn’t think I was 
crazy. I told him all about the symptoms I had,” she said. “I was 
very impressed.”

The board-certified pulmonologist with Gritman Pulmonology 
sees patients for lung-related issues including asthma and 
COPD. He started Morris on a new protocol, prescribed a 
few specific injections and updated her medications. It took 
only about two weeks for Morris to feel like she could breathe 
again without severe problems.

“I just feel a million times better with his protocol,” she said. 
“He’s kind. He listens. He takes the time. I’m so lucky. I think he 
saved my life.”

Morris had previously traveled to Spokane and beyond over 
the years to get the care and follow-up she needed to treat 
the disease, trips that can be difficult with the breathing 
problems Morris suffered. Having Dr. Shrestha in Moscow 
made follow-up appointments easier to make, especially 
when roads ice up in the winter.

Two years later, she still refers to Dr. Shrestha as a “miracle 
worker,” and Gritman as her home base for all of her medical 
care.

“I’m just really thankful that you have the doctors you do, and 
I don’t want to go anywhere else.”

GRITMAN PULMONOLOGIST
‘A MIRACLE WORKER’
Moscow’s Judy Morris Thankful for 
Dr. Shrestha’s Thoughtful Care, Kind Demeanor

— Judy Morris

Gritman Board-Certified Pulmonologist Dr. Pranabh Shrestha was 
so responsive to lung health problems suffered by Moscow resident 

Judy Morris that she has praised Shrestha as a “miracle worker.”

Judy Morris, shown with her husband Tom, grandson Declan and 

trusty canine companion Ticey, credits Dr. Pranabh Shrestha with 

saving her life after battling severe asthma for more than 25 years. 

Learn more at gritman org pulmonolog



A KIND EAR AND 
A HELPING HAND 
FOR CANCER CARE
Deary Man Keeping Light a Candle 
Program Fires Burning

Each week, Jim Matuska makes his way to the Gritman 
Foundation’s second-floor Cancer Resource Center and 

reaches out to patients going through cancer treatment to 
see if there are services they might need.

The Deary man knows just how important those phone 
calls can be. Three years ago, he was trying to diagnose a 
rare form of liposarcoma, traveling between Lewiston and 
Spokane for tests and eventually a surgery to remove a 
tumor from his leg. The operation left him homebound for 
six months. Matuska was given a 50% chance of ever walking 
again.

Support through the Gritman Foundation’s Light A Candle 
program—gasoline gift cards he was able to use when friends 
and family gave him lifts to his many appointments—proved 
more than valuable during his treatment.

Now, Matuska wants to ensure others have those same 
resources that helped him in his time of need. “I’m trying to 
create something that can do the most good for the people 
that really need it,” he said.

Light A Candle provides any number of services to patients 
throughout the region who may be going through cancer 
care. Gift cards for groceries and gasoline are one aspect, as 
are literature and resources for lodging and transportation, 
all funded through generous donations to the Gritman 
Foundation. Matuska is also able to refer patients to 
masseuses and connect them with hairpieces. 

A physician or social worker has to refer each patient to Light 
A Candle, though doctors he’s spoken with are eager to refer 
into the program.

On many days, Matuska tries to be a sounding board—and 
a compassionate ear—to the people he communicates with, 
helping assess what each person might need based on their 
situation. “I’ve had incredible openness with the patients I’ve 
talked to,” he said.

For one recent contact, that meant connecting a woman 
visiting her husband with lodging options in Spokane. For 
others, it has been arranging for an Uber driver to pick up a 
family member at the end of a treatment day.

No matter the patient’s situation, he tries to be a resource. 
The retired forester sees the volunteer work as his way to pay 
it forward to the people who have been so helpful to him. 
That’s what volunteer day is all about—a successful shift at 
Gritman before serving patients each Thursday evening as 
a Certified Medical Assistant at the Snake River Community 
Clinic in Lewiston.

Three years on, Matuska still walks with a bit of a limp from 
the titanium rod surgeons installed. But he is able to climb a 
ladder to prune his orchard trees or shovel snow off the roof. 
And he makes the trip every Thursday to help his appointed 
rounds as part of volunteer day.

“My mindset is that if everybody did a little bit there would 
be so many more people helped,” he said. “When you’re 
feeling better or you’re doing better, go help somebody 
else, pass it on.”

Learn more about the Light a Candle Foundation and make a 
donation at gritman.org/foundation.

Your gifts make a difference. Donations to the 

Gritman Foundation help support the critical work 

of Gritman Medical Center, enabling our hospital 

to purchase advanced technology and ensuring 

patients have the resources they need to make it to 

their medical appointments. 

Make an end-of-year gift today at gritman org give

Go to gritman org connections to learn more about Jim Matuska’s 
volunteer efforts, and to see his interview with KLEW-TV.

Jim Matuska volunteers every week to help cancer patients find the resources they need.



We love celebrating with families as you welcome newborns at 
the Gritman Family Birth Center. Our highly skilled OB providers 

and staff work in birthing rooms that create a calming and relaxed 
environment, as well as quiet recovery rooms to provide an opportunity 
to bond with your new arrival. Delivering exceptional care for babies 
and families also means ensuring the best possible experience—with 
amenities like prenatal and childbirth classes, support groups, spa tubs, 
room service, lactation consultants and 24/7 monitoring.

SPECIAL DELIVERIES
The Best Care for Your Baby 
and Growing Family

GRITMAN FAMILY BIRTH
CENTER PROVIDERS
Moscow-Pullman OB/GYN and 

Gritman | Moscow Family Medicine OB 

tt itt  nfo

Am  udle  
Family Medicine, OB

Welcome Our New Provider

The daughter of two veterinarians, Family Medicine/OB provider Dr. Robin 
Sautter learned the importance of medicine early in her life. Her experiences 
growing up also taught her how vital health is to family and community.

Certified by the American Board of Family Medicine, Dr. Sautter treats 
comprehensive family medicine, reproductive health, obstetrics, 
transgender care and global health. She is accepting new patients at the 
Gritman | Moscow Family Medicine Downtown Clinic, 208-882-2011.

eghan usko  
Family Medicine, OB

r n arker  
Family Medicine, OB

r  obin Sautter   Gritman  oscow amil  edicine owntown

igel  Campbell  
OB/GYN
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Babies Born: 323 in 2020

Labor and Delivery Suites: 4

Nursing Staff: 37

Combined Experience:

More than 280 years

gritman org ob

Postpartum Recovery Suites: 6

14 |         connections



LIVING THE 
GRITMAN WAY
We’re a social bunch at 
Gritman Medical Center

C
ompassion, ntegrit , Collaboration, Accountabilit , espect, and   
  xcellence. Our team wears many hats within the Gritman Family. 

From the frontline medical workers and providers to the behind-the-
scenes environmental, engineering and administrative staff, we’re  
always working to be an exceptional care hub for our community.

Close to home and a click away. 

Join our growing social family

@GritmanMedicalCenter



GRITMAN MEDICAL CENTER

700 S MAIN STREET

MOSCOW ID 83843
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FRIENDS OF GRITMAN MEDICAL CENTER

Connections is published as a community service for 
the friends and patrons of Gritman Medical Center, 
700 S. Main St., Moscow, ID 83843

208-882-4511 | gritman.org

Kara Besst, President and CEO

Mari Timlin, Chief Nursing Officer
Dani Lynas, Chief Financial Officer
Connie Osborn, Chief Quality Officer
Kane Francetich, Chief Information Officer
Dr. John Brown, Chief Medical Officer
Gretta Jarolimek, Chief Clinics Officer
Danielle Breed, Administrative Chief of Staff

Peter Mundt, Community Relations and Marketing Director

Information in connections comes from a wide range of medical 

experts. If you have any concerns or questions about specific 
content that may affect your health, please contact your health 

care provider. © 2021 All rights reserved. 

We miss you at the Courtyard 

Cafe and look forward to 

welcoming you back soon!

Mix a little Gritman Dining into 

your winter menus with some 

of our favorite dishes, including 

our famous Greek Lemon Soup. 

Discover the delicious recipes 

at gritman.org/connections.


